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ABSTRACT
It is the purpose of this thesis to calculate the data re-
quired to construct enthalpy-entropy diagrams for propellant
systems and to investigate their usefulness when applied to the
uetermination of rocket motor performance parameters,
Eiagrams which cover a range of 'mixture ratios bracketing
the stoichiometric value are included for the following systems?
(1) Liquid Ammonia and HHU
(2) Liquid Ammonia and Liquid Ozone
(3) Liquid Hydrogen and Liquid Ozone
Graphical performance parameter values obtained for the
stoichiometric mixture of liquid ammonia and B7HA differed less
than two tenths of one percent from the analytical values cal-
culated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Performance values are determined for chamber pressures of
GOO PSIA and 300 PSIA and for exhaust pressures of 14,7 PLIA,
7.o5 PSIA, and ,147 PSIA,
Because of the extensive calculations required to construct
an h-s diagram, the graphical method of analysis is not eco-
nomical unless a comprehensive study of a propellant is aesired.
However, If performance values are required over a v.ide range of
boundary conditions, the h-s diagram -permits the presentation
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INTRODUCTION
of the chief i v at ges of determining rocket motor
performance parameters by the analytical methods based on the
us© of isentropic flo ( tions is that one set of calculat-
ions yields results which are applicable for only a very licdted
range of physical boundary conditions. For example, values cal-
culated for the expansion to an ambient exhaust pressure of one
atmosphere cannot be applied to the evaluation of a motor which
is to propel the last stage of a aultiple-step rocket. Also,
two sets of calculations are required to obtain the performance
fc r both equilibrium and constant composition floi .
One solution to these problems might be the graphical pre-
sentation of the fundamental uuta required to calculate the
theoretical performance parameters for rocket motors in such a
vey as to be useful over a fcidl range of operating conditions.
This technique of using plotted data has been widely used in
other fields v/hen anelytic^l methods have proven to be cumber-
some. A notable example is the graphical analysis of high spe
airplane performance
.
• it is the purpose of this report to provide enthalpy-
entropy diagrams for the products of combustion of several pro-
pellent systems, ana to investigate their usefulness wheft .
applied to the determination oi" the theoretical performance of
rocket motor .
The basic information required for trie construction of the
h-s diagrams is the chemical composition of the reaction pro-
ducts at appropriate temperatures -nd pressures* The number of
component calculations: kich :^u6t b« to c
ven diagram is greater than t ber required for t
ical calculation of the nee parameters for on
boundary conditions , but the di*
co-'i: Iv ont system, kls
,
one basic aiagr* plet^ , the effort requires to
plot a i? line, t J" evaluation i
stem . .. iy iifferent iition, is nut
-t.
Lpy-entrop - for a range of fixture rat
which brackets I - uric v>l constructed for the
. ,
- pellent syj . The
system was selects that parameter values obtain--
ically cool.- b compared with the nalytical val
calculated for thi b by t ie Cet Propulsion Laboratory. .
The NRV~Q • an -. it en for fc*o reason..:
because of the current interest in liquid ozone .s m ant;.
; second, because t s represent, respectively,
int Late and a very hot system , l3 . t jrst
:latively cool one. v :. It, the c t
covers i up to 4u00 on
. interest in liquid c t tive v ..
•
Lnins pert t text of t jpert is fii-
vi ' " into the fo3 lot
(I) i on of Introduction
of ters
.
( pie C Hon.
(- iscussion cf Results,
(4) Conclusions ona Recommendations,
In part (1) the assumptions made in calculating V I rmo.
dynamic data used in the construction of the h-s diagrams are
hasised, ana an attempt is made to clearly define the ref-
erence levels for all values used. The assumptions which must
be considered when the diagrams are used to calculate perfor-
mance c.re also included in order that the limitations of t
graphical method be understood*
The sample calculation in part (» ) is carried cut in
.sufficient detail that the retoer should be able to readily
chicle any desired value by following the exact proceaure used
in the original computation. Because of the mids range of t -
psratures and pressures for which minor component calculations
were made, certain trencs in the computed values wore noticed
which probably would not show up in a single analytical cal-
culation. Methods for utilizing these trends »>hen making an ex-
tensive set of computations are explained.
It should be noted in connection with parts (a) and (4)
t .; t the discussion of results and the conclusions dra*B from
this analysis are based upon the study of theoretical maximum
values of the performance paras t . , and that no oxperimental
data was available for comparison. For this reason, the con-
struction of the diagrams themselves ia emphasized rather, than
the particular vol ..v , them.
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LI...1
a • of moles of .-1 in the reaction products
b Number of moles of HgC i*~ etio* products
c Number of moles of CO in the reaction products
C number of moles of CC*-. in th€ reaction products
e aber of r* f Og in the reaction products
f number of moles of Nr in the refection products
g Number of moles of RO in the reaction products
h Number of soles cf Ofi in t etion products
i Number of soles of H in trie reactic© products
J imber of soles of in t cticn products
C Number of gram atoms of carbon in the reactants
Number of gras atoms cf hydrogen in the reactants
K ber of gram toms of nitrogen in tne reactants
gumber of eras utoms cf oxygen in the re&otants
Kp Equilibrium constant based en the ratios of partial
pr js. urss
udllbrlua constant based on the ratios of mole
fractions
K] , Particular equilibrium constants based on the ratios
etc* cf inole fractions of the component g< sea in given
3 etiens
n Total number of I the reaction products at T^K







Temperature of reaction products in t^ie rocket Lictor
chamber before expansion through tne norzle
Te Temperature of reaction products after expansion
through the noz; le
pc Chamber pressure in pounds per square inch absolute
pe Exhaust pressure in pounds per square inch absolute
T°K
* d± 6 ..°K Sensible heat of the i^ component of the reaction
products at T°K as referred to the defin
reference state
ah|
.qOtc Tc tal enthalpy of the reaction products at f° shoes
reference state is the equilibrium itien at
ooO°K
Q?LK Heat rell in kcals by a combustion reaction at T°K
•,f. Beat of formation of the i*^ component of the reaction
products at «xa;°K
Number of grass of propellent ffiixture
rr»0|f
&h6 . *-.Ojr Total entht-lpy per gran of the reaction products at
T°K whose reference state is the equilibrium com-
position at SOO°K
s£ . r Total absolute entropy of the reaction products at
T°K and a pressure of p atmospheres
c
siT°K Absolute entropy of the i t^ eoaponent of the i eaction
products at Tc pressure of one i taosphere
ST°K Absolute entropy per gram of the reaction products
at T°K and a pressure of p atmospheres
- o
Ru Universal gas constant, equal to 1.986 c^lorl^s p«r
gr&a aole per degree Kelvin
c Effective exhaust velocity in feet per secc
J ehanie&l equivalent of heat, equal to ^ # l&6 10'
ergs per kc.,1
I SD Specific impulse in pounds of thrust per pounu of
propellent burnea per second
g Acceleration of gravity ( arbitrarily fixed ct o:.16
feet per second in this report)
r ture ratio. The ratio of the weight of oxidant
to the weight of fuel in a propellent syat
RFNA Red fusing nitric acid (nitric acid with 8.6;" of HOg)
- 7 -
?^T i» ;tiuh g*
PAfi
Th mptlons upon which thia analysis ij based «uet
include both those which are Involved in the construction of
the diagraas themselvoo, ana any a litional ones that are re-
quired when the diagrams are used in the calculation of rocket
motor performance parameters. The fir^t «rroup includes the
foliov/ing
;
(1) The equation of state is pv~ nRT.
Note; The source of the enthalpy and entropy tables
usee is the report on "Thermochemistry and the Equat-
ion of State of the Propellent Gases" by Hlrshielder,
McClure, and Curtiss, reference (2)« The b~.sic equat-
ion of state used in this report is a van der Waelj
e listion for which corrections have been made for the
overlapping of har< spheres* However, this corrected
equation was not usee in the calculation of enthalpy
and entropy values , ana the perfect gas law must be
assumed.
( } There is no Joule-Thompson effect* That is, for a
constant temperature, enthalpy does not vary as the pressure
changes.
(3) There is no enthalpy change on mining.
(4) The reference state for ail enthalpy values plotter
— ;j —
is the equilibrium composition at nC a pressure of cno
atmosphere of the gas mixture containing the reaction products,
at which thermodynamic st- to the enthalpy of the mixture is
considered to be zero. It should be noted that for sXX practi-
ce! purposes this is equivalent to saying that at the reference
i tate miner cor^onents havo disappeared.
The lification upon the reference state that there be
no miner components present is not readily apparent because the
tabulatea values of enthc ipy are <*11 ^.ero at eoG K. Ho^ovur, if
we consider the equilibrium expansion through a toozzl* of a
specified propellent mixture to ... temperature ofc which no sig-
nificant amounts of the minor components remain, it is obvious
that the hect which has appeared due to the r^coiuain-i-tian of
these minor components represents an increase in en^r^y which
is available to produce cjn increase in the velocity oi the pro-
pellent mixture. Thus, the enthalpy value of a point on the
h— s uiagram oust represent not only the -ensiule heat above
ooO°K contcinou in the gas aiature at the temperature corres-
ponding to the point, but also the heat v.hich is reHuir^u to
shift the equilibrium from that at the reference state tc that
at the thermodynamic state representea by the point. This
latter increment of heat is exactly that vhlen in an equili-
brium expansion is Bade available for Incre&sea performance.
In a constant composition Asian the entire enthalpy
dro; t lie tc the change in the sensible heat, and in proba-
bly no actual eapc.neiun is equilibrium aver ccupietsiy
maintained. In general, 'change
. icn
will be somewhat grei $er than the change In sensible he..t us
to the temperature drop but less th .n the sua of the sensible
heat change and the heat which would be rejected from the gas
mixture if equilibrium v.ere maintained.
It is necessary to define some reference level for enthal-
py values because there is no thermodynamic stc<te at which -e
can say that the enthalpy of all substances is zero. For this
reason, it is not possible to determine absolute enthalpy
values, and any value used must by referred to some reference
state.
(5) The tabulated entropy values used are absolute values
of entropy of the gas components calculated at a temperature of
T°K ana a pressure of one atmosphere and considering the com-
ponents to be pure perfect gases.
Because of the Third Law of Thermodynamics, which states
that the entropy of most crystals at the ..bsolute zero may be
taken as zero, it is possible to define and to determine ab-
solute entropies. Therefore, it is not necessary to define a
reference state for entropy values in the same sense that one
-a as defined for entru-lpy values.
(6) All minor components are considered except atomic
nitrogen (N) . Hone of the adiabatic flame temperatures for the
&I-k-RFKA and BHyOg systems greatly )°&.9 arid for
- lu -
this temperature range previous calculations have shown this
^s„umption to be justified,
(7) Over a temperature range of 1G0°K the variation of
temperature dependent quantities such as gas mixture composit-
ion with temperature is assumed to be linear.
(8) The equipartition of energy among the electronic,
vibrational, and rotational energy levels is assumed to be in-
stantaneous during the combustion and expansion processes for
both equilibrium and constant composition flow.
(9) The pressure lines on the h-s diagrams which repre-
sent equilibrium flow are calculated assuming that the compos-
ition of the products of the combustion reaction changes con-
tinuously to maintain the equilibrium composition corresponding
to the prevailing thermodynamic state, and that the energy re-
leased by this equilibrium shift is completely available for
conversion into energy of motion.
(10) The pressure lines on the h-s diagrams v.hich repre-
sent constant composition flow are calculated assuming that the
composition of the products cf the combustion reaction remains
constant and equal to the equilibrium composition at the adia-
bttic flame temperature Te .
In using the h-s diagrams to calculate rocket motor per-
formance parameters it is necessary to make the following
itional assumptions:
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(11) The reaction of the propellent mixture proceeds to
completion in the rocket motor chamber, and sufficient time is
available for the equilibrium concentration of all components
to be established at the adiabatic flame temperature determined
by the mass and heat balance*
(12) Viscous effects are neglected. That is, all flow is
considered to be isentropic.
(13) The gas flow through the nozzle is steady.
(14) The gas flow leaving the nozzle is axial,
(15) The velocity. of the gas mixture in the combustion
chamber is assumed to be negligible in comparison iftith the
effective exhaust velocity.
(1G) Gravity effects are neglected.
(17) The nozzle is always correctly expanded for the
ambient exhaust pressure. If this pressure varies, the assump-
tion of a "rubber nozzle" must be made.
- i2 .
The performance parameters which are ccnsiaered in this re-
port are:
(1) The effective exhaust velocity c. . Unless otherwise
indicated all values of the effective exhaust velocity referr
to in this analysis are those defined by the equation
c m constant \/Zh~
where ^h is the enthalpy change for an isentropie expansion.
Because of the ^ss-uiaptions made these are theoretical maximua
values. In practical design work, an experimental value of c.
is obtained by dividing the measured value of thrust by the mass
flow- rate. This experimental value includes pressure, friction,
and divergence effects, and is somewhat less than the value de-
fined above.
(2) The specific impulse I S p. The specific impulse of a
propellent may be defined as the thrust per unit weight-rate of
flow or the pounds of thrust per pound of prop'ellent burned per
second. It is obtainea from the equation
*sp as C/S
where g is the acceleration of gravity.
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PART II: PLE CALCULATION FOB AN QVEa-QXIDI CXTQRE
OF LIQUID AJ8MOHIA AND LIQUID 020SB
The objective of this section is to present in a logical
sequence the calculation of the data required to construct an
enthalpy-entropy diagram and the calculations involved in
applying the diagrams to the determination of rocket motor per-
formance parameters.
The products of reaction resulting from the combustion of
100 grams of liquid ozone and 5„.0d45 grams of liquid ammonia
are considered. This is an over-oxidized system ( mixture ratio
1,996 ), and it is chosen because the minor component values for
this case are more sensitive to changes in the estimated quan-
tities than for stoichiometric and under-oxidized systems. This
sensitivity, and methods for solving the resulting complicat-
ions, are discussed.
Data for the point on the h-s diagram corresponding tc a
temperature of S£Q0oK and a pressure of SCO P6IA ( 20*409
atmospheres ) is obtained. In compiling the thermodynamic aata
from which to construct the charts, minor component calculations
had already been made for this pressure at £5C0°K, oOOQ°K, and
S500°K, and from a plot of the sensible heat of the products of
reaction and the heat available from the reaction versus temper-
ature the adiabatic flame temperature Tc had been estimated to
lie between o£G0°K end ooOC°K.
- 14 -
bTiJP A: MlNCii COMPONENT CALCULATIONS.
The object of this step is to obtain the equilibrium com-
position of the products of reaction at 5200°K and 300 PSIA
with the value of each component correct to the nearest thous-
anth of a mole. The e-uations used are those developed by Dr.
David Altman and Br, Sidney v.einbaum of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, This development is presented in Appendix I,
The equation for this reaction at elevated temperatures Is
U941S HH3 -+ 2.,.8o3 Q6 m aH2 4- b%0 4- eO£ + fig + gBC 4- hGH*
4-iK 4- jO
where the reactants are in the liquid state.
From Appendix I the equations to be solved are:
(I) H - 2a - X9a*
(ID g - b
a* * a
(III) £g2a2
4- g - H jt F(III) « o
e *i£ &6
a j
f - 1<* - g)
at
i = a* Kq J - b Y^
a
- 15 -
All equilibrium constants in the above equations are' tho^e
based on the ratios of sole fraction* of the components in the
reaction products.
From.the reaction equation, the rec.ctant8 represent a com-
bined weight of 15.. 094 grams, and the values for the number of




Annother equation which is used as a checK for "g" is
f« b
Steps in the calculation are as follows:
(1) A value of "n", the total number or moles of the reaction
products at 3 00°X and 300 PSIA, is assumed. Unless seise data
or previous result* are available on fchich to bass an estimate,
this value of wnn must be a guess. Ho*evar, the calculations
are not too sensitive to errors in nn% and the second or third
estimate based on the value obtained in previous trials should
be close enough. The calculations are repeated until the deriv
v value" agrees with the estimated value to the oesired degree of
r\ accuracy. In this case, component calculations for £5.0UK,
N 300O°K, and 3500°K had already been made. A plot of "n" versus
temperature was prepared, and from this plot the value of "nH
at o2C0 K to be 7,15. ^sing this value of "n n
,
the values of the necessary equilibrium constants based on the
ratios of mole fractions are determined from the tabulated
values of the corresponding constants basea on the ratios of
partial pressures.
The resulting values are:
Kg a .
r
-6 = . :47:.
K'j? ss .006672
% a ,1665
K10 > . 064o4
All numerical values in this calculation are carried to at
least four significant figures unless it is obvious that the de-
sired accuracy v.'ill not be sacrificed by carrying less*
(; ) A value of naw , the number of moles of H^ in the reaction
products at o~0G°K is assumed, This value must also be a guess
unless previous results are available on which to base un esti-
mate. Here a plot of "a" versus temperature similar to that for
"n" was prepared, and the. value at 32CXrT£ v.as estimated to be
.215.
(3; Using the above estimated values of Mn" and "a", equations
I, II, and III are solved with the result' that F(IIi) is equal
to - 2.1264. This negative value of F(III) indicates thot .215
is too small '. value of "&". From the variation of F(III) with
"a n for previous calculations, it is estimated that "a" must be
- 17 -
increased by about lour thousanths.
(4) The solution of equations I, II, and III is repeated for
*** equal to
.
ly and for "a" equal to
. . ?h i aorreapending
values of F(III) obtained are - ,2607 and .o666. Solving for








h . 5843 » 5351
i ..779 ,0761
J .1164 ,U7ti
It is obvious from the above results that "g n anu "e" are
extremely sensitive to changes in "a", while the other compon-
ents are relatively insensitive. This extreme sensitivity is not
typical of stoichiometric emu under-oxidized systems, and when
tT a" has been determined for these systems to the nearest thous-
anth of a mole, other component values will also be correct to
the same degree of accuracy or so nearly so that necessary cor-
rections can be made by means of an atom balance checii. For this
case, however j it is necessary to estimate a new value of "a* to
four aecimal places. This is done by plotting F(III) versus "a"
and linearly interpolating for F(III) equal to zero, A value of
- la -
";.- ! I to ,£1 is »thu
(5) bolTing equations'!, II, and III with n a n equal tc .-1.",







i . , 780
3 .lies
n 7.1 7
The derived value of "n" is now compared with the estimated
value. The difference is .OJU67, Since this is larger than the
arbitrarily chosen Bftarigma allowable error cf ,.C1, s, new value
of Bnn equal to 7.163 is essueied, and the entire process is
repeated,








(7) Since the error In the value of nnn deri oove was only
slightly larger than that allowable, the component values v. ill
change very little, ana it is still 2 easonably certain that the
v<_lue of "b" will lie betveon .219 and . . .In order to
definitely determine which of these is the closer value, the
calculations are now repeated with "a M equal to .£195.
(8) Using the value ,2195 for "a", the value of F(XII) is
- .0290. The value of rra" correct to the nearest thousanth of a
mole is then .220* Using the checK equation for ng n , the cor-
rect value is found to be .ISO. Final results rounaed to tiiree
sisal places are:
a 220








Making an L-tom balance check:
, E s 8.81-4
m 6. 5
- 20 -
Uone of these values differs more than .001 from the value
as determined from the reactants. Also, "n M checks exactly with
the assumed value, and all component values can now be considered
accurate to the desired degree.
STEP B: CAl*CUliATI0S OF THE ADIABATIC FLAMS TEMPERATURE T
c#
When the procedure as outlined in step A is carried out
for 530G°K, the following results are obtained:
S20Q°£ OoQQ°£
a . 120 . 86
b 0.006 5.751
e .770 .767







The adlabatic flame temperature T is defined as that tem-
perature at which the sensible heet of the combustion reaction
products is esual to the heat r<_ by the reaction at c>00°K.
The sensible heat is .;ei'inec by:
sensible Heat = f n± Al^
where "n^" is the number of moles ci the ith component of ti
...
— *j JL «»
*
combustion reaction products at the temperature inaicateo by
the superscript ( "ni " m "*», "b", "e" etc. ), and "AE^" is
the sensible heat of the i^ Vl component of the reaction products
at the temperature indicated by the superscript and as referred
to the defined reference state. The values of "AH » as defined
here are the enthalpy values tabulatea in Table II.
The heat released by the combustion reaction is defined
by:
T°K ^ T°K
Qav * ^ni % - Qf (Reactants)






ni ^ Hi3Q0°K « •- 0X22.*; 7 <+- 0.866 X 5o.0G6
•K 776x25. 344 +- 1.091 X £o.947
W-. 180X24. 519 4- .554X23.227
-f .078 X14.405 4- ,118X14.405
ss 2Q8»43£ kcals per 7.183 moles
or per 150.094 grams.
3300°K 3300°K
n-i AH, o tt .£86 x £3.818 Hr 3.751 %34. 3621 300^
+ .767*28.308 + 1,385% £4.637
+ .172*25.421 -V .654*24.1:1
4- .116 XI,. 901 -V- .159*14.001
= £14.044 kcals per 7,1:70 moles
or per 150.094 grams.
Q&v = 3.866X57.798 4- .160 % (-£1.6) -V .5o4 *(-10.Q6)
+ .078 x (-52. COS) 4- .118 x(-5y.l5fc)
- < . 941:c X 16 . 07 - fc.08bo X (-51,6)
r 223.090 kcals per 7.160 moles
or per 150.094 grams.
5o00cK
Qav s 3.751X57.798 4- .172 X (-81.6) 4- .634 X (-10.06)
4- .116 X (-52.089) 4- .159 x (-59.159)
- g.9412 x 16.07 - £.0633 X (-31.6)
— 209.017 kcals per 7. £70 moles
or per 150.0^4 grams.
Using a linear interpolation to find at fthat temperature
the heat released is equal to the sensible heat of the reaction





STEP C: CALCULATION OF EUtHALPY VAU .
The enthalpy of a gas mixture at a temperature of T°K
whose reference state is the equilibrium composition at 500°K
Is given by:
T°K C" T°K Ao T°K ,^C/500°K T°k\
^ H5QOK =^_ni ^Hi300cK + ZXi ~ Gi J %i
where all symbols are the s^e as previously defined,
^%00°K = 20$.432-4-(4.41£ - 5.B66) X57.798
- .160 X- (-21.6) - .554*(-lQ.0'o)
- .076 * (-5UQB9) - .116 X (-59.159)
at C55.705 kCcJLs per 7.165 moles
or per 150.094 grams.
The enthalpy value plotted is defined by:
T°K T°K /AhSC0°K = AH500ck/ m
where "m" is the number of grams of propellent iiiixture, in
this case 150.0^4 grams.
Ah r — ^ h n S ^5p.7wp" 300CK - 300°K 150.094
-- 1.704 kcals per gram.

- .4 -
Pressure lines en the h- i .gram whose enthalpy values
are calculates using
^H$ooqv as refined above correspond to
equilibrium flow because the value n, continuously changes
as the equilibrium shifts. If pressure linos corresponding to
constant composition flow are desired, it is necessary only to
T°K T T°K
replace n. by n4 c in the equation for Ah K .%., . The
second summation term becomes a constant value which is always
T°Kgreater than the value when n> is used. The enthalpy value
for a temperature of T°K and corresponding to constant compos-
ition flow is therefore larger than the value at T°K corres-
ponding to equilibrium flow. Because the heats of formation of
the minor components are negative, the fact that the minor com-
ponents do not disappear in a constant composition flow means
that less of the total heat present in the gas mixture during
such a flow is sensible, and as a result Te and the exhaust
velocity are. both less than the values for equilibrium flow.
It should also be noted that when equilibrium flow is
being considered and enthalpy values are being calculated for
temperatures less than 2000°K, the second summation term in
T°K
the equation for ^^sqqOv is zero because for these temper-
atures the composition of the gas mixture is assumed to bo the
same as the equilibrium composition at oGO°K.
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SXSP D: CALCULATION OP ESTBGFX VALUJ&S.
The total absolute entropy of a gas mixture at T°K and an
absolute pressure of "p° atmospheres is given by:
S




- /3 au ^ (^i/n;
where S^ is the absolute entropy of the i.. component of
the reaction products, ana R^ is the universal gas constant.
Values of the absolute entropy for the gas components are
tabulated in Table III. For this report, the values of n^/n
were carried to four decimal places, and the natural logs of
these fractions were taken from Volume III of the tables com-
piled by the Works Progress Administration, which lists the
entering argument from .0001 to 5. COO in steps of ,0001.
For 3;':Q0°K and a0.408 atmospheres pressure!
S° .... o„ • - .220*49.04 + o.oo6X69,01 + .776X68,57
O^.'w'V
-V- 1.0^1*64.31 •+- .160X69.47 4- .5o4 X61.i)7
-f .078* 39.1o + .118X49.79
8 - 1.966 . I- 7.163* l,tfo6*ln £0,40 ££0 In .220/7.163
+ 0.866 In 3.606/7.163 + .776. In ,776/7.165
-hi. o91 In 1.391/7.162 +" ,100 ln .160/7.163
4- .554 In ,5o4/7.16o * .078 In .978/7.160
+ .lib In . 116/7. 16oJ
- 86 -
t>° o S 474.762 - 4;-. 898 19.8205200 K
451.684 cals per degree Kelvin per 7.163
moles or per 150.094 grams.
The entropy value plotted is given by:
s°
T°K
For 3£00°K and 300 PblA:
*3200°K = 45^' 6^°'-°° * 150.034
3.009 cals per gram per degree Kelvin.
To calculate entropy values for pressure lines correspon-
ding to constant composition flow it is necessary only to re-
T°K T
place r^ by n±
c in the equation for S°
.
STEP Bt CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE EXH^UbT VELOCITY AND
SPECIFIC IMPyLSii.




e cm per second
m
where "J" is the mechanical equivalent of heat equal to
4.186 Kio ° erg S per kcal.
Since the plotted enthalpy Vc,lue is AH/in the equation
for wc" can be written as follows:
Ah c x 4.160 * 10lu cci per second
The numerical factor ,03261 converts cm per second to
feet per second. The equation for nc" then becomes:
c Z ,03281 x 2.89o45 x 106
^
/ ^h^c feet per second
Finally:
C S 9^2 \l
?
The value of Ah,2c is very simply determined from the
Te
h-s diagram. A vertical line is dropped from T
c
on the pressure
line corresponding to the chamber pressure to the pressure line
corr osponding to the ambient exhaust pressure. The value of en-
T
thalpy for this latter intercept la Ah e
, The enthalpy
drop is then given by:
rp m rp
Ah" c - Ah c - AhAe
For the sample calculation the isentropic expansion from
•300 PSIA to 14,7 PSUL is considered. For this case:
- 8 -
T
Ah c = 1.8; I - 1.0.: = .799 kcals per gram
T
from Figure 22,
c s 9492.41 v / .7. feet per second
c =: 8468 feet per second'
I Is determined by aiviaing the value of the effective
exhaust velocity by the value of the acceleration of gravity.
For this calculation:
*c-r> =: 6468 2- £64 secondsF 02.16
tTil? F: DETERMINATION OF THE EXHAUST TxlMPi^ATURL T .
e
The value of the exhaust temperature T can be determined
e
roughly from the h~s diagram. It is the temperature value at
the intercept of the isentropic expansion line i^nd the pressure
line representing the ambient exhaust pressure. A more accurate
value is obtaineu from a plot of entropy versus temperature,
and all values reported in this analysis are determined in this
raanner. On the T-s diagram a vertical line is' dropped from TQ
on the pressure line representing the chamber pressure to the
pressure line corresponding to the ambient exhaust pressure.
The temperature value of this intercept is ?e .
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PART III: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
There is no basis for an extended discussion of the per-
formance values reported in this analysis* Mo experimental
data for the propellent systems considered here vsas available,
and the only analytically determined values available for com-
parison were those for the stoichiometric mixture of liquid
ammonia and HFNA calculated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The results obtained by both methods are as follows:
A. Equilibrium Floi*:





c 7515 ft/sec 7<&io ft/sec
le?n 227.2 sec 2£7.7 sec
















It should be noted that T
c
is determined in the stone way
for both analytical and graphical solutions. For the graphical
solution, however, T^ is read directly from the appropriate
T-s diagram, and the values of nc n and I depend only on thesp
value of the enthalpy change for the expansion considered. The
value of this anthalpy change is taken directly from the h-s
diagram. The fact that the above values agree to within two
tenths of one percent is considered a positive check on the
accuracy of the graphical method.
Pressure lines on the h-s and T-s diagrams corresponding
to constant composition flow are constructed only for the ex-
pansion from a chamber pressure of 600 PSlii to an ambient
exhaust pressure of one atmosphere. These pressure lines are
indicated on the diagrams by dashed lines, and should be used
only for the above specified expansion. The error,, however,
will not be great if they are used to approximate the con-
stant composition flow parameter values for a chamber press-
ure of 600 PSIA. The fact that exhaust pressure lines for
constant composition flow are included for only this one con-
dition is not intended to convey the impression that the
actual expansions of these propellent systems conform to the
assumptions for equilibrium flow. It was originally intended
to calculate complete constant composition flo* data, but
time limitations prevented this. In the absence of more com-
plete data, no definite conclusions can be arawn as to which
type of flow would result from the combustion of the propell-
ent systems considered.
For very hot systems, e Uch &s Hg-Gg
, the position of the
exhaust pressure lines representing constant composition flow
on the h-a and T~s diagrams is quite different from that of the
corresponding pressure lines for equilibrium flow. This dis-
placement on a percentage basis is greatest on the T-s diagram,
and as a result T is the performance parameter whose equili-
brium flow value differs aost from its constant composition
flow value. For the %-CK system the T
e
value for constant
composition flow is several hundred degrees lower than the
equilibrium flow value.
The plots of specific impulse versus mixture ratio show
one significant tendency. Tne mixture ratio for which the
maximum value of the specific impulse is obtained apparently
3hifts towards the over-oxidized side as the exhaust pressure
approaches absolute zero. If this effect is general, it will
be an important factor in the design of the latter stages of
multiple-step rockets.
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PART IV: COBCL0SIOH8 AND HBCOiaffiSDATIQlte,
Because of the extensive calculations which are required
to construct even a skeleton enthalpy-entropy. diagram for a
propellent system, this graphical method is not recommended
unless a comprehensive study of the system is to be made. It
does, however, have several definite advantages over analyti-
cal methods. The h-s diagram makes possible the presentation
of a large amount of data in a concise and readily useable
form. If the diagram is a fairly complete one, an almost infi-
nite variation of the physical boundary conditions defining
the expansion process is possible, whereas one set of analyti-
cal calculations is limited to one combustion conoitiun and
one exhaust condition.
The graphical method does net require that attention bfc
focused on either the assumptions of equilibrium flov. or of
constant composition flow to the exclusion of the other since
exhaust pressure lines for both conditions can be plotted on
the same diagram. Neither is it necessary to assume isentropic
flow if some criteria for estimating a "condition curve" are
available.
In order to better evaluate the usefulness of the h-s
and T-s diagrams in calculating performance parameters, thii
graphical method should be applied to a propellent system for
which complete experimental data lo available. If & complete
set of pressure and temperature lines are constructed, not
only for the thermodynamic conditions in the rocket motor
chamber and at the nozzle exhaust, but also for conditions
near the throat, the h-s diagram could be applied to the cal-
culation of the characteristic velocity and the nozzle thrust
coefficient as well as the parameters determined in this
analysis. It is believed that a thorough investigation of one
propellent system in this manner would be of great value.
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APPENDIX I
IIHOR COMPONLNT CALCULATIONS OF
' C, H, 0, N SXSTE
The most tedious part of a performance calculation for
high temperature systems is the solution for the gas composition
at chamber and exit conditions. For systems containing carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, there are ten components to
solve for if the chamber temperature exceeds about £5G0°K and
an eleventh (atomic nitrogen) if the temperature exceeds about
300Q°K. Trial and error solutions require many cycles of oper-
ations and so are fairly long. It is possible, hov.ever, to set
up ten equations involving the ten unknown components in terms
of the equilibrium constants and the mass balance equations.
These equations can then be reduced in number by eliminating
unknowns and the resulting equations can be solved directly
for the components. One such scheme is the following:
Let the number of moles of the components be represented
by the following symbols:
a — % f r= n.-
b — %0 8 = °H0









These ten unknowns are related by the following equations:
- A
(1) b£ = K (6) && m K ,,
ad x b 10
(S) ga m K3 (7) c - d = C
fib
< 3 > *^e = K6 (8) *> - c - k:d - F.e - g - h - J s Q
U) JU. m X? (9) £a - $fo ~ h ~ i = H
b
(5)
-X* * *g (10) 2f . g » I
2
vvhere C, 0, H, and N represent the total number of gram atoms
of the element in the sample chosen for the calculation. The
K's are given in terms of the number of moles of the consti-
tuents and are related to the K »s (in terms of pressures) by
IT
the relations
K = Kp-Cn/P) p R
where n is the total number of moles, P, the total pressure,
and n
-rir, represents the difference in the number of moles
between the products ana re&ctants for the particular reaction
under consideration.
The elimination of the unknowns may now be accomplished
as follows, bolve Eqn, for c_:
c s C - d
substitute into Kqn. (1) to yield
bC - bd - K-^ad as o
-A3-
This gives for d:
<* 2 bC
b - Kj a
Substitute back into Eqn, (7) cjau obtain for £:
c as C - bC a C
b - K-^a 1 -__b
The remaining unKnowns are no% readily solved for in terras of
a and £ to yield:
d - bC h - b K-j





Substitute for h and ^ into Eqn. (9) and obtain for &:
(I) b s




Solve for & from Eq». (8) to yield:
• A 4 •




Another equation for £ is obtained by eliminating j£ from
2qn f s. (£) and (10) to give:
(HI) FT** - g - K = o « F(III)
K5
^ IT
The equations I, II, end III form the basis for the solution
of the unknowns. This is accomplishes. ~s follows: „
PHOCiSDIKiE
(1) Choose a likely value of a.
(2) . Calculate the corresponding value of £ from (I).
(6) Calculate the corresponding value of jg from (II).
(4) Substitute the valuos of a, &, anu £ into Eqn, (III)
to obtain F(III).
(5) Repeat calculations ana interpolate to those values
which make F(III) =>suc*l to zero.
In general, it v.ill be found that if F(III) is greater
then zero, a should be decreased, ana vice versa.
- A 5 -
The following are special ctses;
A. Case where there Is no C in the system H, H, C !
Eqn's. (I) c&a (III) are the same but (II) becomes
t
(ii) g - o - b i - J£iQ - ^ - Jl
a 2 ? &
The procedure is the same.
B. Case where there is no N in the system C, H, :
Eqn. (I) is the s«me, (III) is eliminated, and (II) becomes
j
K. f, K— "•v,.vl K-, a — IBb
(id b i.-£ .-jL- -*£- - c -*
a
2 a a
fc %a - b
- » F(II) as o
The proper a. *ill make F(II) e xual to zero.
C. Case v.here both C and 11 are absent H, :
fiqn. (I) is the same, (III) is eliminated, and (II) becomes:
-A3-
(II) b 1 - J32_ - JZ- g C = F(II) « o
a* • a
fc
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FIGURE 18
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AH3QQOK kca ls/gram mo If
r°r H 2 H 2 <:o co 2 o 2 «2 OH MO H, N,0 RAT
300 .0 C Q.O 0. c
400 693 0.8 11 0..899 0.942 721 u.897 497 c 199
500 1 .393 1 641 1 404 1 .970 1 447 1 .399 993 0. 397
600 2.093 2.496 2 125 3 072 2 203 2.112 1 490 0. 596
700 2.796 3.380 2 862 4 232 2 981 2.840 1 967 0. 795
800 3.502 4.292 3 615 5.441 3 778 3.582 2 484 993
9O0 4.212 5.234 4 386 6.692 4 .594 4 343 2 981 1 192
1000 4.931 6.208 3 171 7 976 5 421 5 118 4. 985 5 308 3 477 1 390
1100 5.657 7.211 5 973 9.291 6 .278 5.907 5 725 5 133 3 .974 1 589
1200 6.393 8.247 6 .785 10.629 7 .135 6.709 6 465 6 958 4 471 1 .788
1300 7.138 9.312 7 .606 11 .989 7 .990 7.520 7 .233 7 .800 4 .967 1 986
1400 7.895 10.399 8 437 13.367 8 .847 6.342 8 .002 A 643 5 .464 2 .185
1500 8.664 11 .519 9 .275 14.760 9 .704 9.173 6 783 g 499 5 .961 2 384
1600 9.439 12.660 10 .120 16.168 10 .592 10.009 9 584 10 .355 6 .457 2 582
1700 10.226 13 821 10 .972 1 7 . 587 11 .481 10.854 10 .390 1
1
221 6 .954 2 781
1800 1 J .023 15.006 11 629 19.017 12 .369 11 .703 1 1 .197 12 088 7 .451 2 980
19O0 11 .828 16.206 12 .689 20.455 13 .257 12.558 12 .015 12 957 7 947 3 178
2000 12.644 17.424 13 .554 21 .902 14 .146 13 417 12 834 13 .827 6 .444 3 .377
2100 13.466 18.659 14 .423 23.358 15 .061 14.279 13 .643 14 ,700 8 941 3 576
2200 14.295 19.909 15 294 24.820 15 .974 15.143 14 506 15 598 9 438 3 774
2300 15.132 21 .171 16 .169 26.290 16 889 16 013 15 360 16 480 9 935 3 973
2400 15.975 22.446 17 .045 27.760 17 .802 16.883 16 213 17 364 10 .430 4 171
25O0 16.627 23.733 17 .923 29.242 18 .717 17.758 17 080 18 249 10 928 4 .370
2600 17.683 25.031 18 .807 30 . 729 19 .659 18.636 17 .936 19 .143 1 1 .425 4 569
27©0 18.542 26.336 19 691 32.218 20 .601 19.516 18 807 20 036 1 1 921 4 .767
2800 19.410 27.656 20 .576 33 712 21 .543 20 399 19 .678 20 929 12 .418 4 .966
2900 20.282* 28.960 21 .464 35.211 22 466 21 .284 20 563 21 823 12 915 5 165
3000 21 .160 30.315 22 .353 36.712 23 .427 22.170 21 .447 22 716 13 41 1 5 363
3100 22.041 31 .63* 23 .242 38.222 24 .384 23.056 22 335 23 .617 13 .906 5 .562
3200 22.927 33.006 24 .136 39.734 25 .344 23.947 23 .227 24 .519 14 .405 5 761
3300 23.816 34 . 362 25 .026 41 244 26 306 24 837 24 121 25 421 14 .901 S .959
3400 24.712 35.723 29 923 42.764 27 .276 25 729 25 .021 26 32? 15 398 6 158
3500 25 611 37 092 26 818 44.281 28 .247 26.622 25 .920 27 229 15 894 6 .356
3600 26.512 38 466 27 .715 45.808 29 .219 27.516 26 622 28 135 16 392 6 .555
3700 27.416 39.845 28 .613 47 332 SO .198 28.412 27 730 29 041 16 .889 6 .754
3800 28.326 41 .231 29 .512 48.862 31 .178 29.307 28 .640 29 .948 17 .385 6 952
3900 29.236 42.619 30 412 50.394 32 164 30.205 29 552 3C 656 17 .882 7 .151
4000 30. 153 44.010 31 .313 51 .930 33 .153 3 1 . 1 04 30 467 31 761 18 .379 7 .350
4100 31 .069 45 413 32 215 53.471 34 139 32.006 31 .390 32 682 18 .875 7 .548
SOURCE Of DATA;
'THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF PROPELLANT GASES . H IRSCHFELOER . CURTIS.
MCCLUWE. AND OSBORNE. 0. S R D REPORT * 547.
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ENTROPY TABLE (3°^)
(cal/d©gree/raole)
T°K H2 CO C02 2 N2 NO OH H N nt
300 1*1*.80 1*7.30 50.20 U9.00 1*5.80 50.1*0 27.1*0 36.62 33.06 31.27
1*00 1*7.12 1*9.31 52.89 51.06 U7.79 52. 1*5 28.32 33.01* 39.1*8 33.27
500 1*3.96 50.38 55.17 52.67 1*9.35 5U.06 29.92 3<?.ll* 1*0.58 31*. 83
600 50.52 52.19 57.17 5U.05 50.65 55. 1*0 30.82 bo.ol* 1*1.1*8 36.10
700 51.33 53.32 58.96 55.25 51.77 56.57 31.59 ho. 81 1*2.25 37.18
800 53.10 51*. 32 60.57 56.31 52.76 57.60 32.25 1*1.1*7 1*2.91 38.12
900 51.21 55.23 62. OU 57.27 53.66 53.53 32. 8U 1*2.06 1*3. 5o 38.96
1000 55.21* 56.06 63.39 58. Hi 51*. US 59.38 52.51 33.36 1*2.58 1*1*.02 39.12
1100 56.20 56.82 6U.61* 53.96 55.23 60.17 53.21 33.83 1*3. 05 1*1*. 1*9 1*0.1*1
1200 57.10 57.53 65.80 59.71 55.93 60.89 53.86 31*. 26 1*3.1*8 1*1*. 92 1*1.05
1300 57.95 58.19 66.89 60.39 56.58 61.56 51*. 1*7 31*. 66 1*3.88 1*5.32 1*1.65
11*00 53.76 58.81 67.91 61.03 57.19 62.18 55.01* 35.03 U*.25 1*5.69 1*2.21
1500 59.53 59.39 68.87 61.62 57.76 62.77 55.58 35.37 1*1*. 59 U6.03 1*2.71*
1600 60.27 59.91* 69.78 62.19 58*30 63.32 56.10 35.69 1*1*. 91 1*6.35 1*3.21*
1700 60.97 60.ij6 70.61* 62.73 58.81 63.35 56.58 35.99 1*5.21 1*6.65 1*3.72
1800 61.65 60.95 71.U6 63.21* 59.30 61*. 35 57.05 36.27 1*5.1*9 1*6.93 1*1*.17
1900 62.30 61.1*2 72.21* 63.72 59.76 61*. 82 57,1*9 36.51* 1*5.76 1*7.20 1*1*. 61
2000 62.93 61.86 72.98 61*. 18 60.20 65.27 57.91 36,80 1*6.02 1*7.1*6 1*5.03
2100 63.53 62.28 73.69 6U.63 60.62 65.70 58.30 37.01* 1*6.26 1*7.70 1*5.1*3
2200 61.11 62,69 71*. 37 65.06 61.02 66.12 58.70 37.27 1*6.1*9 1*7.93 1*5.31
2300 61*.67 63.08 75.02 65.1*7 61.1*1 66.51 59.08 37.1*9 1*6.71 1*8.15 1*6.19
21*00 65.21 63.1*5 75.65 65.86 61.78 66.89 59.1*5 37-70 1*6.92 1*3.36 1*6.51*
2500 65.71* 63.81 76.26 66.23 62.11* 67.25 59.80 37.90 1*7.12 1*8.56 1*6. 89
2600 66.25 61*. 16 76.8** 66.60 62.1*8 67.60 60.H* 38.10 1*7.32 1*8.76 1*7.23
2700 66.71* 61*. 1*9 77.1*0 66.96 62.81 67.91* 60.1*7 38.29 1*7.51 1*3.95 ^7.55
2800 67.22 61*. 81 77.91* 67.30 63.13 68.27 60.78 38.1*7 1*7.69 1*9.13 ^7.87
2900 67.69 65.12 78.1*7 67.63 63.1*1* 68.58 61. 09 38.61* U7.86 1*9.30 1*8.17
3000 68.11* 65.1*2 78.98 67.95 63.7** 68.88 61.39 38.81 1*8.03 1*9.1*7 1*8.1*7
3100 68.58 65.71 79.1*8 63.26 61*. 03 69. 18 61.68 33.97 1*3.19 1*9.63 1*3.76
3200 69.01 65.99 79.96 68.57 61*. 31 69.1*7 61.97 39.13 1*3.35 1*9.79 1*9.01*
3300 69.1*3 66.26 80.1*3 68.37 61*.58 69.75 62.21* 39.23 1*3.50 1*9. 9h 1*9.32
3U00 69.31* 66.53 80.38 69.16 61*. 85 70.02 62.51 39.1*3 1»8.65 50.09 1*9.57
3500 70.21* 66.79 81.32 69.1*1* 65.11 70.28 62.77 39.57 U8.79 50.23 1*9.31*
3600 70.63 67.01* 81.75 69.71 65.36 70.51* 63.03 39.71 1*8.93 50.37 50.01
3700 71.01 67.29 82.17 69.93 65.61 70.79 63.28 39.85 1*9.07 50.51 50.31*
3300 71.38 67.53 82.58 70.21* 65.85 71.03 63.52 39.98 1*9.20 50.61* 50.59
3900 71.71* 67.76 82.98 70.50 66.08 71.27 63.76 1*0.11 1*9.33 50.77 50.32
1*000 72.09 67.99 83.37 70.75 66.31 71.50 63.99 1*0.21* 1*9.1*6 50.90 51.05
1*100 72.1*1* 68.21 83.75 70.99 66.53 71.73 61*.22 1*0.36 1*9.58 51.02 51.28
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TABU? IV
H3ATS OP FORMATION AT COHSTAHT PRBS3URS
USED IN THIS ANALYSIS
Heat of Formation In
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SAMPLE CALCULATION SHEET (B)
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TABLB VIII
EHTHALPY - TSHTROFY SUMMARY
P » preaaure In psla
Ah kcal per gram
a « cal per gram per °K
RWIA - HH5 OVBR-•OXIDIZSD (r 3.00)

































































300 &h 0.0 0.0
a 2.185 2.535
- : io -
RFHA - HHj STOICHIOMETRIC ( r - 2.21)
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RFHA - HH3 UNDGR-OXinrZRD ( r - 1.50 )








































































- 0, 0VER-OXIDIZED ( r - 2.00)
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NII3 - Oj STOICHIOMETRIC (r - l.*l)
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HH, - 0, UNDER--0XH3T2BD (r - 1.10)
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HHj - 0j UHDBR -OXIDIZED (r - 0.80)
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H2 - 0^ OV^R-OXTHtZED (r » 9.92)















































2000 A h 0.885 0.889 0.94?
8 3.266 3.338 3.764
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H2 - 5 STOICHIOMETRIC (r - 7.94)
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H2 - O3 DWIKR"-OXIDIZED (r - 6.61)
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K2 - 0} UHIRR-OIIDIZnJD {r - 4.96)
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TA3LS IX
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
r Po *« C *8P
p.
T K
2.00 300 14.7 8486 264 3280 2400
1.41 (stole.) 300 14.7 8930 278 3285 2460
1.10 300 14.7 8901 277 3124 2050
0.80 300 14.7 8292 258 2564 1423
2.00 600 14.7 9233
9749
287 3352 2200
1.41 (stolo) 600 14.7 303 3362 2290
1.10 600 14.7 9649 300 3179 1802
0.80 600 14,7 8910 277 2573 1220
2.00 300 7.35 9199 286 3280 2200
1.41 (stole.) 300 7.35 9692 301 3285 2280
1.10 300 7.35 9621 299 2124 1805
o.8o 300 7.35 8921 277 2564 1230
2.00 600 7.35 9873 307 3352 2185
1.41 (stole.) 600 7.35 10414 324 3362 2100
1.10 600 7.35 10233 318 3179 1580
0.80 600 7.35 9412 293 2573 1050
2.00 300 .147 11684 363 3280 1100
1.41 (stole.) 300 .147 12409 386 3285 1220
1.10 300 .147 11872 369 3124 796
0.80 300 .147 10786 335 2564 465
2.00 600 .147 11936 371 3352 1140
1.41 (stolo.) 600 .147 12721 396 3362 1060
1.10 600 .147 12132 377 3179 665





r Pc Pe c Isp Te °K
9.92 300 14.7 10129 315 3634 2870
7..94 (stoic.
)
500 14.7 10613 330 3640 2900
6. 61 300 14.7 11107 345 3607 2820
4, 96 300 14.7 11762 366 3447 2500
9--92 600 14.7 11059 344 3752 2770
7. 94 (stole. 600 14.7 11665 363 3760 2815
6,,61 600 14.7 12227 380 3721 2710
4,.96 600 14.7 12816 398 3537 2280
9<.92 300 7.35 11021 343 3634 2735
7.94 (stole) 300 7.35 11629 362 3640 2765
6.,61 300 7.35 12113 377 3607 2670
*,,96 300 7.35 12768 397 3447 2275
9..92 600 7.35 11856 368 3752 2625
7.94 (stoic.) 600 7.34 12521 389 3760 2675
6.61 600 7.35 13081 407 3721 2550
4,,96 600 7.35 13651 424 3537 2010
9..92 300 .147 14391 447 3634 1920
7-• 94 (stole.) 300 .147 15217 473 3640 2015
6.61 300 .147 15768 490 3607 1650
4.96 300 .147 16081 500 3447 1080
9..92 600 .147 14819 461 3752 1710
7..94 (stole) 600 .147 15739 489 3760 1910
6,,61 600 .147 16214 504 3721 1430
4,• 96 600 .147 16442 511 3537 910




*S Pg e I re TQ
3
E Tg °K
3.00 500 14.7 6563 204 2325 1315
2.21 (stole.) 300 14.7 7199 224 2599 1505




300 14.7 8155 254 3200 1882
300 14.7 8544 266 3285 1900
1.10 300 14.7 8643 269 3124 1780
0.80 300 14.7 8232 256 2564 1395
H2 - 3
9-92 300 14.7 9578 298 3634 2095
7.94 (stole.) 300 14.7 10091 314 3640 2100
6.61 300 14.7 10566 329 3721 2060
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